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The 5 Commandments of Will Making
If you think its just about making a will and
dividing up what you own between your family
you are mistaken it’s about protecting the next
generation of family relationships, ensuring
clarity , supporting family harmony and avoiding acrimony within your family after you are
gone. Sharon Cahir

Furey’s and Bagatelle unite in
Treacy’s West County Hotel
THE FUREYS band was formed in 1978 and in January
the band launched their new album ‘The Fureys 40 Years
On … to be continued’ and have recently returned from
a successful UK tour where that Band has sold out 21
venues. The band brings their new tour to Treacys West
County Hotel, Ennis on Easter Sunday night April 1st.
The Fureys will be followed on stage by one of Ireland’s most successful super-groups – Bagatelle, who are
returning to Ennis and will also celebrate their 40th anniversary year having been formed in 1978.
Bono, Larry Mullen and Edge have acknowledged
Bagatelle as one of the notable influences on their early
years as U2 with Larry famously referring to the band as
“Baga-money”. In 2013, the band’s most successful hit
“Summer in Dublin” re-entered the charts, 35 years after
its original released and has entered the realm of timeless
Irish classics. This was followed by hits “Trump Card”,
“Leeson Street Lady” and “Second Violin”. Liam Reilly
is the inimitable vocalist and as a solo artist he achieved a
second place finish with his song “Somewhere in Europe”
in the Eurovision of 1990 in Zagreb. Liam has penned
many classics and his song “The Streets of New York”,
which was a hit for The Wolfe Tones has been adopted as
the official anthem of the New York Police Department,
while his song the “Flight of Earls” was voted one of the
Top 10 best ever immigration songs. Bagatelle has shared
the stage with musical luminaries Bob Marley, Thin Lizzy, the Boomtown Rats to name a few.
Like Bagatelle, the Fureys have a very impressive discography and have played to presidents, prime ministers

and even to Pope John Paul II. Former UK Prime Minister Tony Blair named their hit “The Green Fields of
France” as his favourite anti-war song of all time. The
band is responsible for some of the most magnificent
music ever to capture the public imagination and has received standing ovations in some of the biggest concert
halls of the world. The Furey Brothers Eddie, George,
Finbar and Paul (deceased) were joined by Davey Arthur
and in 1981 the band released their most successful single
“When you were Sweet Sixteen” which reached No 1 in
Ireland and No. 14 in the UK Charts. This success was
followed by “The Green Fields of France”, which spent
28 weeks in the Charts including reaching No. 1 in the
Irish charts. Over the years the band has had hits with
“Red Rose Café”, “Steal Away”, “The Lonesome Boatman” and “The Old Man”.
The upcoming Easter Sunday concert at Treacys West
County Hotel will see The Fureys and Bagatelle share the
stage on the same night. It is certain to be an extraordinary concert of nostalgia and musical masterpieces. It is
but one of the headline events in a year of celebration at
Treacys West County Hotel. On 28th April the hotel will
mark the 50th anniversary of its official opening which
was performed by the Minister for Trade and Enterprise
Dr. Paddy Hillery, T.D.
Tickets €28 plus booking and are available at www.
treacyswestcounty.com
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• THOU SHALT UNDERSTAND A
WILL CAN BE CHALLENGED
If a will is challenged successfully in court the
will can be voided in its entirety or voided in
part . Sometimes a prior provision made in
an earlier will could
re-instated. Underestimating the law in estate planning, wills and succession is a costly
exercise and more costly for the next generation. The law will protect your assets in line
with the strict requirements of the Succession Act and with that know that invalidating
a will , challenging a will or challenging the
intention behind a will is available .So what
you say? If an entire will is voided the court
will distribute the property and estate as if
no will had ever existed . In this instance the
distribution of your estate would follow the
rules of intestacy and the estate would be
shared between the your next of kin – that
may not be what you wished for at the time
of making your will . A challenge may also
protect your estate as a person may have
been under duress or not had the capacity
to make a will at the time they made one .
So capacity and clarity are key
• REMEMBER ‘THE FAIR DEAL
SCHEME’ EXISTS AFTER DEATH
The 'nursing home loan scheme' or as it
has more commonly become to be known
as the 'fair deal loan scheme' applies where
the person in nursing home care has assets
including land and property and they are
contribution to the cost of their own care.
The person availing of the Fair Deal scheme
may choose to delay paying for their care
during their life time and defer payment
until after their death, using their assets as
security for the deferred loan.
The person in nursing home care must
provide written consent to having a Charging Order registered against their asset
when choosing to defer the cost of their
contribution towards their care. A charging
order is completed .The Charging Order is a
simple type of mortgage which secures the
money that the Health Service Executive
(HSE) loans to them in the form of a deferred payment .
The HSE pays the full cost of care to the
nursing home on behalf of the person in
nursing home care and the persons contribution is repaid at some time in the future.
When the loan is due to be repaid, the HSE
informs Revenue who then collects the loan
on their behalf. During the administration
of all deceased estates it is mandatory to
enquire if there is any repayment due to
the HSE.
• HONOR THE STRICT RULES OF
VALID WILL MAKING
A will and the contents of a will can be
challenged for a variety of reasons but the
most common grounds are (1)The Lack of
Due execution of a will where a will must
be signed ( the person can sign by a mark
if they are unable to write or sign) by the
person making the will in the presence of
two witnesses all three being in each other’s
presence at the same time .(2) A person
must have the mental capacity to make a will
and be of ‘ sound disposing mind ’ to make
a legally and binding will. (3) If a beneficiary
named In the will becomes a witness to the

will makers signature then that beneficiary
perhaps a member of your family cannot
inherit under that will . 2 independent
witnesses are necessary so my advice is ‘
Thou shalt not make a home made will ‘ as
these common errors are too easy to make
. When you set about buying a ‘fill in the
blanks pre printed’ Will in a shop you don’t
know what you don’t know and it is all too
easy to make an error . A home made will
increases the risk of a will and your wishes
being challenged after your death .
• LET NOT THE STATE INHERIT
YOUR ASSETS
The Succession Act states that if someone
dies without a will and there is no one to
take it under the rules for intestate estates
then the state ‘ shall take the estate as the
ultimate intestate successor ‘. However the
Minister for Finance has the power to decide in favour of a person upon such terms,
including or not including the payment of
money , ‘ having proper regard to all the circumstances of the case ‘and pass the estate
to them . I have applied successfully under
the Act for a person close in proximity to
the deceased but not related in blood . The
application is fair and transparent and the
state will review the merits of the case and
propositions being made to it in favour of a
person that should inherit over the state in
an intestate estate . But avoid that by making
a will . I say this specifically to all you bachelor farmers who are undecided as to how to
make your will and who to give the farm to
. Not making a will leaves your holding open
to being inherited by more than one person
and divided between all your next of kin .
Giving one to many means the farm is at risk
of being sold !
• THOU SHALT UPDATE YOUR
WILL IN AGES AND STAGEs
Every stage and age brings with it a different
consideration for the passing of your assets
to your next of kin. there are many reasons
to review and update your will and other
estate planning documents. For instance, let's
say you've found the love of your life and
want to make sure they are now included
in your will and estate plan, either before or
after marriage. Now is the time to update
your will. Have you had a new baby or
adopted a child? Are you going through a
divorce or separation with the former love
of your life? Have you bought or sold a significant or valuable asset? Aer your children
now over 18 years of age ? Sometimes you
need no reason just review your will every
5-8 years .
YOU SHALT ATTEND A WILL
CONSULTATION AND PLAN
AHEAD
Acta non verba is the famous latin phrase
‘Actions not words’ I ask you to consider the
most important will making commandment
of all . Thou shalt make a will . Don’t underestimate the significance of a will consultation and having a sounding board for all the
small queries that seem small. Every week I
meet people that have put off making will or
a plan , discussing the relationships between
potential beneficiaries , worried about
how make challenging decisions because
someone may be offended , be upset . You
have wisdom, you have personal wishes so
go ahead and make your will and do what
you want to do with your assets . I love
what Steve Jobs said "Don't let the noise
of others' opinions drown out your own
inner voice. And most important, have the
courage to follow your heart and intuition ‘.
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